AVR122: Calibration of the AVR’s internal temperature reference

Features

• Two-point and one-point calibration
• Compensating the ADC output values

1 Introduction

This application note describes how to calibrate and compensate the temperature measurements from the ATtiny25/45/85. It can also be used on other AVR® microcontrollers with internal temperature sensors. The temperature measurement is based on an on-chip temperature sensor that is coupled to a single ended ADC channel. The sensor is a diode that produces a temperature dependent voltage. This voltage is measured with the ADC. The voltage has a linear relationship to temperature and the result has approximately a 1 LSB/°C correlation to temperature.

The diode voltage is highly linear, but due to process variations the temperature sensor output voltage varies from one chip to another. Also, the internal voltage reference used as the ADC reference voltage varies with temperature. The typical accuracy of temperature measurements over the full temperature range of the AVR is +/- 10°C after offset calibration and compensation.

Figure 1-1. ADC output error in ADC Noise Reduction Mode, two-point calibrated.
2 Calibration

The results from temperature measurements have offset and gain errors. The internal temperature reference can be corrected for these errors by making calibration measurements at one or two known temperatures and adjusting the output values. This can result in very precise temperature measurements, sometimes as accurate as +/- 2°C.

2.1 Two-Point Calibration

To make the temperature measurements as accurate as possible, two calibration points are needed. The first calibration point, $\text{ADC}_{T_1}$, is the output from the ADC at the first calibration temperature, $T_1$. This application note uses room temperature (25°C) as this first calibration temperature. The second calibration point, $\text{ADC}_{T_2}$, is the output at the second calibration temperature, $T_2$. The second temperature should be chosen a little higher than the temperature range of interest. The output from the ADC is given in LSBs or K, so the calibration values $\text{ADC}_{T_1}$ and $\text{ADC}_{T_2}$ have to be converted to °C. This is done by subtracting 273 from the values.

2.1.1 Calibration Step

$\text{ADC}_{T_1}$ and $\text{ADC}_{T_2}$ define a straight line. A straight line that intersects the points $(h,k)$ and $(p,q)$ is represented by Equation 2-1. The output $(y)$ is the temperature output from the ADC, while the input $(x)$ is the actual temperature.

**Equation 2-1.** Straight line.

$$y - k = \frac{q - k}{p - h}(x - h)$$

An ideal output from the ADC is a straight line defined by Equation 2-2.

**Equation 2-2.** Ideal output.

$$y = x$$
The solid line in Figure 2-1 is an arbitrary ADC characteristic, while the dashed line represents the ideal result from the temperature measurement. The line defined by our two calibration points has the following equation:

**Equation 2-3.** Line defined by the calibration points.

\[ y - ADC_{T_1} = \frac{ADC_{T_2} - ADC_{T_1}}{T_2 - T_1} (x - T_1) \]

**Figure 2-2.** ADC output with line defined by calibration points.
The offset error is the distance between the origin of coordinates and the point where the line defined by the two calibration points intersects the y-axis. It’s found by setting \( x = 0 \) in Equation 2-3.

Equation 2-4. Offset error.

\[
T_{\text{offset}} = \frac{ADC_{T_2} - ADC_{T_1}}{T_2 - T_1}(-T_1) + ADC_{T_1}
\]

Figure 2-3. ADC output with offset error removed.

It is necessary to find a gain factor \( k \) to apply to the ADC output values after the offset error has been removed. To find this factor, the following equation is used:

Equation 2-5. Gain factor.

\[
k = \frac{T_2}{ADC_{T_2} - T_{\text{offset}}}
\]

2.1.2 Compensation

The \( k \) value from Equation 2-5 is unchanged if substituting \( T_2 \) with \( T_1 \) and \( ADC_{T_2} \) with \( ADC_{T_1} \). Compensation can now be done by removing the offset and gain errors from the ADC values. This is accomplished by applying the following formula on the output values:

Equation 2-6. Compensation equation.

\[
T = (T_{\text{ADC}} - T_{\text{offset}}) \cdot k
\]

\( T_{\text{ADC}} \) is the output from the ADC converted to °C by subtracting 273 from the ADC value.
2.1.3 Calibration Range

To achieve better accuracy the calibration range can be narrowed. In other words, to obtain better accuracy more calibration points are needed.

In the previous discussion it was assumed that the ADC characteristic is approximately linear between the calibration points. This is not necessarily the case. The characteristic is often approximately piecewise linear before and after some temperature. Choosing the calibration points wisely could result in increased accuracy after the compensation step.

2.2 One-Point Calibration

If just one calibration point is available, the calibration can be done in one of two ways. An offset error can be removed from the ADC output values to obtain a rough compensation. Both the ADC value at $T_1$ (room temperature) and at $T_2$ can be used to find this offset error. Note that this kind of calibration/compensation could result in larger errors in the measurements. Let us for example assume that the ADC output has a negative error in the low end of the temperature scale, and that the error turns positive above a given temperature, around 50°C. If the calibration point is at 25°C and the temperatures of interest are above 50°C, compensation using only offset removal would result in larger measuring errors for the temperatures of interest.

The second type of one-point calibration is to assume that the output from the ADC is approximately linear and that the error is primarily a gain error. The calibration point is used to calculate the gain factor, when assuming zero offset. This kind of calibration and compensation suffers from the same problems as offset calibration.

The advantage of one-point calibration compared to two-point calibration is the fact that only one accurate calibration temperature is needed. Also, the compensation itself is simpler because the formula applied on the output values is less complicated.
3 Accuracy

Without compensation the maximum error can be approximately +/-10°C, where the biggest deviations from the ideal value occur at the temperature extremes. Two-point calibration and compensation gives the best results, but still, one-point calibration can result in satisfactory temperature readings if the temperatures of interest lie close to the calibration point. The following data come from measurements made on the ATtiny45.

Figure 3-1. ADC output error at 1MHz CPU frequency, 3.3V.
Figure 3-2. ADC output error at 8MHz CPU frequency, 3.3V.

Figure 3-1 and 3-2 show the ADC conversion error of an arbitrary device at 1MHz and at 8MHz CPU frequency. Each point in the graph represents the average of thousand consecutive temperature measurements. In both graphs, the line with squares represents readings in ADC Noise Reduction Mode, while the line with diamonds represents the readings in active mode. As seen, the measurement errors at a high CPU frequency are larger if the measurements are carried out in active mode compared to ADC Noise Reduction Mode. At a low CPU frequency the differences are small.

3.1 One-point calibration and compensation

If one-point calibration is the only option, compensation should be avoided when the temperatures of interest are far from the calibration point (>20°C). Most devices benefit from the use of offset compensation, and for some devices it may even suffice. However, for other devices one-point calibration can result in larger errors. If one-point calibration is used, the operation window of the temperature sensor with +/-1°C accuracy is no more than 20-30°C.
Figure 3-3. ADC output error in ADC Noise Reduction Mode, 1MHz, 3.3V, offset compensated.

Figure 3-3 shows the results from measurements carried out on three different devices in ADC Noise Reduction Mode. In this figure simple offset calibration and compensation has been applied. The ADC reading of the temperature sensor at 25°C is used as the calibration point. The chart shows high, low and average data. The dot gives the average value, while the top of the individual lines give the largest value and the bottom give the lowest. As the figure shows, on these devices this kind of compensation gave good results over a wide temperature range. If +/-1°C was required, the compensation gave satisfactory results from 20°C to 55°C.

Applying only gain compensation on the same readings gives the following results:
Figure 3-4. ADC output error in ADC Noise Reduction Mode, 1MHz, 3.3V, gain compensated.

If one-point calibration/compensation is used or if no compensation is applied, entering ADC Noise Reduction Mode before the conversion starts is necessary to obtain good results. ADC Noise Reduction Mode works well, but at low CPU frequencies the advantage over active mode is quite small. At 8MHz however, the ADC Noise Reduction Mode is essential.
3.2 Two-point calibration/compensation

Figure 3-5. ADC output error in ADC Noise Reduction Mode, 1MHz, 3.3V, two-point compensated.

Figure 3-5 shows the same results as Figure 3-3 and 3-4, but with two-point calibration and compensation. The first calibration temperature is 25°C and the second is 85°C. If +/-1°C accuracy is required, the temperatures where the results are satisfactory range from 5°C to 95°C with three exceptions. The errors at the temperature extremes are much smaller, and the compensation gives +/-3°C accuracy over the whole temperature range.
Figure 3-6. ADC output error, ADC Noise Reduction Mode, 1MHz, 3.3V, no compensation.

As seen in Figure 3-6, the curve of the ADC characteristic of these devices is approximately piecewise linear.

Figure 3-7. ADC output error in active mode, 8MHz, 3.3V, two-point compensated.
It is possible that making the measurements at a high CPU frequency and in active mode actually makes the results more correct, if subsequent two-point calibration and compensation is applied. Figure 3-7 illustrates this. Here, the measurements are carried out in active mode at 8MHz CPU frequency. If +/-1°C accuracy is needed, this approach results in satisfactory readings between the calibration points (25°C and 85°C) with no exceptions, in contrast to the measurements in Figure 3-5 where three values had an error larger than +/-1°C.

If the second calibration point isn't accurate, two-point calibration may actually make the results worse. Let's say the second calibration point is +/-5°C accurate. If $T_2$ is 5°C above the actual value at 85°C, two-point calibration/compensation would result in the following results:

**Figure 3-8.** Two-point compensated with $T_2$ 5°C above ideal value.

If $T_2$ is 5°C smaller than the target temperature of 85°C, the results of the compensation would be like this:
Figure 3-9. Two-point compensated with $T_2$ 5°C below ideal value.

Figure 3-8 and 3-9 shows that if one or both of the calibration temperatures are not accurate, there is no sense in using two-point calibration and compensation. With only one accurate calibration temperature, one-point calibration and compensation gives the best results.

4 Summary

The recommended CPU frequency is 1MHz, or alternatively the recommended mode of operation is ADC Noise Reduction Mode. This ensures good results from the temperature readings. Two-point calibration/compensation relies on accurate calibration points. If the ADC value at $T_2$ is only accurate to within $\pm5^\circ$C, two-point calibration will only make the results less correct. However, when calibration points are accurate, two-point calibration/compensation gives good results over the whole temperature range.

Without accurate measurements at the second calibration point, one-point calibration is the best way to compensate the temperature readings. Offset removal using room temperature as reference gives $\pm5^\circ$C accuracy from -30°C to 100°C and $\pm3^\circ$C accuracy between 0°C and 85°C, all typical data for one-point calibration at room temperature for the ATtiny45. Gain error removal gives similar accuracy.